
New t-designs and large sets of t-designsAnton Betten 1, Reinhard Laue, Alfred WassermannMathematical Department, University of Bayreuth, D-95440 Bayreuth, GermanyAbstractRecent results in the search for simple t-designs and large sets of t-designs arereported. Many new parameter sets of simple t-designs on up to 40 points andt � 7 are given. The tool used is a program DISCRETA, developed by the authors,which applies the method of Kramer-Mesner [15] where an automorphism groupof the desired designs is prescribed. In several cases Tran van Trung's [28] andAlltop's [2] construction yield further results from those found by computer. Bycomputer search we also constructed new large sets of t-designs, which enable viaa theorem by Ajoodani-Namini [1] the construction of in�nite families of large setsof t-designs.Key words: t-designs, large sets of t-designs, group actions, constructivecombinatorics
1 IntroductionA simple t-(v; k; �) design D is de�ned as a set of k-subsets, called blocks, of aset V of v points such that each t-subset of V is contained in exactly � blocks.Since we only consider simple designs, we omit the word simple.A large set of t-(v; k; �) designs, denoted by LS[n](t; k; v), is a partition of thecomplete design, i.e. the set of all k-subsets of V , into n disjoint t-(v; k; �)designs. It follows that � = �v�tk�t�=n.Most designs with small parameter sets and \large" t were found using Kramer-Mesner matrices. We also follow this approach and, like D. L. Kreher andS. P. Radziszowski [17], use an LLL-algorithm for solving systems of linearDiophantine equations [30]. Our program system DISCRETA allows to choosea permutation group from several families like projective linear groups and1 Supported by Deutsche ForschungsgemeinschaftPreprint submitted to Elsevier Preprint 1 April 1998



make some group constructions. The resulting group is then prescribed as anautomorphism group of the desired designs. Any such design is a collectionof full orbits of that group on the set of k-subsets of V . Finding a collectionwhich forms a t-design is equivalent to the problem of solving a system oflinear Diophantine equations.In some cases the constructed designs are part of a large set LS[n](t; k; v) oft-designs. If n is prime the method of Ajoodani-Namini [1] can be applied andan in�nite family of large sets of t-designs can be constructed.2 Combining designs and large sets of designsThere are several ways known on how to construct new parameter sets froman existing set of designs or a large set of designs:2.1 From t- to (t� 1)-designsIt is well known (see for example [16]) that a given t-design leads to 3 di�erenttypes of (t� 1)-designs. Their parameter sets can be deduced as follows:t-(v; k; �t)! 8><>: (t� 1)-(v; k; �(t�1)); the reduced design,(t� 1)-(v � 1; k � 1; �t); derived designs,(t� 1)-(v � 1; k; �(t�1) � �t); residual designs,where for � 2 N , �i is de�ned through �i = ��v�it�i�=�k�it�i�, 0 � i � t, i.e.�t = �.2.2 From t- to t-designsThe complement of a t-(v; k; �) design is a t-(v; k; �v�tk�t�� �) design, which wewill not mention in the sequel. Tran van Trung constructs from two (t � 1)-designs another (t� 1)-design:Theorem 1 (Tran van Trung [28]) If there exist a (t�1)-(v�1; k�1; �t)and a (t�1)-(v�1; k; �(t�1)��t) design, then also a (t�1)-(v; k; �(t�1)) designexists.Even large sets can be combined to give new large sets: A construction likeTheorem 1 for large sets of designs is 2



Theorem 2 (Khosrovshahi, Ajoodani-Namini [12]) If a LS[n](t; k; v) anda LS[n](t; k + 1; v) exist, then a LS[n](t; k + 1; v + 1) exists.2.3 From t- to (t+ 1)-designsAlltop constructs (t+ 1)-designs out of t-designs:Theorem 3 (Alltop [2]) Let D be a t-(2k + 1; k; �) design.(1) If t is even, then there exists a (t+ 1)-(2k + 2; k + 1; �) design.(2) If t is odd and � = 12�v�tk�t�, then there exists a (t + 1)-(2k + 2; k + 1; �)design.In 1996 an analogue of Theorem 3 for large sets of designs appeared:Theorem 4 (Ajoodani-Namini [1]) Let p be a prime and v, k, n be pos-itive integers such that np < k < (n + 1)p and v > n. If there exists aLS[p](t; n; v � 1), then also a LS[p](t + 1; k; pv) exists.2.4 In�nite familiesFor a long time t-designs were only known for t � 5: In 1984 Magliveras andLeavitt [19] constructed the �rst 6-designs using the method of Kramer-Mesner[15] and a computer search.In 1987 Teirlinck proved that t-(v; t+ 1; �) designs exist for all t:Theorem 5 (Teirlinck [26]) Given integers t, v with v � t mod (t+1)!2t+1and 0 < t + 1 � v, then a simple t-(v; t+ 1; (t+ 1)!2t+1) design exist.The proof is constructive, but the resulting designs have extremely large pa-rameters. Thus, small examples and cases where k is greater than t+1 are stillinteresting. A recent review can be found in the Handbook of CombinatorialDesigns [16].In 1989, Teirlinck [27] showed the existence of large sets of t-designs for allvalues of t and n:Theorem 6 For every natural number t let �(t) = lcm(� tm� j m = 1; 2; : : : ; t),��(t) = lcm(1; 2; : : : ; t + 1) and `(t) = Qti=1 �(i) � ��(i). Then for all n > 0,there is a LS[n](t; t + 1; t+ n � `(t)).Ajoodani-Namini constructed another in�nite family:3



Theorem 7 (Ajoodani-Namini [1]) For integers t � 6 and m � 2 aLS[2](t; 2t�3 � 1; m � 2t�3 � 2) exists.The smallest parameter set of a 7-design one can get using Theorem 7 is a7-(30; 15; 245 157) design. The smallest parameter set of an 8-design based onTheorem 7 is a 8-(62; 31; 542 964 991 579 920) design.For a large set LS[2](t; k; v) of designs Theorem 4 can be used to produce thefollowing formula for an in�nite family:Proposition 8 If for s, k, v 2 N a LS[2](s; k; v) exists, then for every t � salso a LS[2](t; 2t�s(k + 1)� 1; 2t�s(v + 2)� 2) exists.PROOF. Induction on t together with Theorem 4 for p = 2. 23 Construction by computerWe have built a software package DISCRETA with a graphical user interfacefor computational construction of t-designs and large sets of t-designs. Theprogram is very easy to use, most commands are supplied by pressing somebutton or choosing menu entries. We briey list some features of the system.(1) The prescribed automorphism group can be chosen out of certain fami-lies of groups. We mention the families PSL(n; q), PGL(n; q), P�L(n; q),P�L(n; q) of projective linear groups, cyclic groups and their holomorphs,induced actions of symmetric groups. In addition, one can read in permu-tations generating the desired group from a �le or give a set of generatorsand de�ning relations for the group and apply a module for low indexmethods to get the permutation representation needed.(2) These groups can be manipulated by forming sums, products, wreathproducts, by adding �xed points or forming stabilizers. So, if a group ischosen the point set together with the corresponding permutation repre-sentation is automatically determined.(3) Now the design parameters t and k can be chosen. The program computesvalues of � such that t-(v; k; �) forms an admissible parameter set.(4) If the set of parameters looks promising one can start the computationof the Kramer-Mesner matrix. Internally, double coset algorithms areused to construct that matrix. The program is a new implementation ofSchmalz's Leiterspiel [23] ("snakes and ladders") by A. Betten who alsowrote most of the code of the system. It is also possible to use orderlygeneration to build the Kramer-Mesner matrix.4



(5) In order to solve the resulting system of linear Diophantine equations twoalgorithms are included:A program written by B. D. McKay performs a clever backtrack searchand is especially useful in showing that no design with the prescribedparameter values and group exists. Also, at least for smaller values of �or matrices with only few rows and many columns this program is ourbest choice.Alternatively, a program by A. Wassermann [30] with his version ofthe LLL-algorithm solves the systems of equations even in cases of somehundred rows and columns. The algorithm consists of blockwise Korkine-Zolotarev reduction [24] implemented with the Gaussian volume heuris-tics [25]. It is based on lattice basis reduction [18] with \deep inser-tions" [24]. After the lattice basis reduction an exhaustive search is doneby l1-enumeration [22,30].Interestingly, in the lattice basis reduction phase this version sometimes�nds designs also for values of � di�erent from the one given as input toDISCRETA.(6) A database is used for keeping the parameter sets found. This allowsto ask for all stored parameter sets where each parameter lies in a givenrange. Inserting a new parameter set automatically generates the parame-ter sets of the derived, reduced and residual designs recursively and storesthem in the database. Also it tries to apply the construction of Tran vanTrung [28]. This way, a lot of parameter sets are easily generated from afew starting parameter sets.(7) The program computes intersection numbers and generalized intersectionnumbers of the designs, see Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [21], Mendel-sohn [20], K�ohler [13] and Tran van Trung, Qiu-rong Wu, Mesner [29].(8) Finally a detailed LATEX-report of the computation can be produced.With these algorithms the following new results for t � 6 were achieved:There exist 6-(25; 12; �) designs for the following values of �:
� = 7728; 7854; 8190; 8316; 8652; 8778; 9114; 9240;9702; 10164; 10500; 10626; 10962; 11088; 11424; 11550;11886; 12012; 12348; 12474; 12810; 12936; 13272; 13398: (1)

The prescribed automorphism group is PSL(2; 23) together with one �xpoint.The Kramer-Mesner matrix had 41 rows and 906 columns. Using Theorem 3one gets for each value of � in (1) a 7-(26; 13; �) design with automorphismgroup PSL(2; 23) together with two �xpoints.5



On 20 points exist 7-(20; 10; 126) designs with automorphism group PSL(2; 8)�C2 together with two �xpoints. The size of the Kramer-Mesner matrix is111� 244.7-(22; 11; �) designs with automorphism group PSL(2; 19) + + exist for � =315; 630. 7-(26; 11; �) designs exist with automorphism group P�L(2; 25) for� = 1176, 1356, 1536, 1716, 1896, 1926. The size of the Kramer-Mesner matrixis 70� 252, respectively 34� 293.On 29 points exist a 7-(29; 10; 420) design with P�L(2; 27)+ as group of au-tomorphisms and 7-(29; 11; �) designs with automorphism group P�L(2; 27)+for � = 2130; 3465. The size of the Kramer Mesner matrix is 43� 391, respec-tively 43� 647.On 33 points we found 7-(33; 9; �) designs with P�L(2; 32) as automorphismgroup for � = 65; 80; 85; 100; 105; 120; 125; 140; 145; 160 and 7-(33; 10; �) de-signs with automorphism group P�L(2; 32) for � = 600; 720; 840; 880. The sizeof the Kramer-Mesner matrix is 32� 248, respectively 45� 345. 7-(34; 10; �)designs with automorphism group P�L(2; 32)+ exist for � = 135; 171. Thesize of the Kramer Mesner matrix is 32� 596.On 36 points there exist 7-(36; 11; �) designs for � = 3360, 4200, 4536, 4935,5040, 5271, 5376, 5775, 5880, 6111, 6216, 6615, 6720, 7056, 7455, 7560, 7791,7896, 8295, 8400, 8631, 8736, 9240, 9471, 9576, 9975, 10080, 10311, 10416,10815, 10920, 11151, 11655, 11760 with the automorphism group Sp(6; 2)36.The size of the Kramer-Mesner matrix is 37� 694.There are 6-(24; 12; �) designs with automorphism group PSL(2; 23) for valuesof � = 6510; 7392; 7896; 8778; 8820; 8862; 9240; 9282. Most remarkable is thelast value � = 9282 because this design is a halving of the complete design andtherefore gives a LS[2](6; 12; 24). Applying Theorem 8 we have the followingin�nite sequences:Proposition 9(1) If t � 6, then a LS[2](t; 2t�6 � 13� 1; 2t�6 � 26� 2) exists.(2) If t � 3, then a LS[2](t; 2t�3 � 6� 1; 2t�3 � 14� 2) exists.(3) If t � 2, then a LS[2](t; 2t�2 � 7� 1; 2t�2 � 14� 2) exists.(4) If t � 4, then a LS[2](t; 2t�4 � 7� 1; 2t�4 � 22� 2) exists.PROOF. Computer search with the program DISCRETA showed the exis-tence of a(1) LS[2](6; 12; 24), 6



(2) LS[2](3; 5; 12) with the symmetry group of the truncated cube as auto-morphism group,(3) LS[2](2; 6; 12) with the symmetry group of the icosahedron as automor-phism group,(4) LS[2](4; 6; 20) with the symmetry group of the dodecahedron as automor-phism group.Proposition 8 gives the result. For the parameter sets in (2), (3) and (4)large sets of designs with di�erent automorphism groups are already known,see [10]. 2Large sets of t-designs which are listed in [16] give the following in�nite fami-lies:Proposition 10(1) For all t � 4 a LS[2](t; 2t�4 � 6� 1; 2t�4 � 14� 2) exists,(2) For all t � 4 a LS[2](t; 2t�4 � 6� 1; 2t�4 � 30� 2) exists,(3) For all t � 4 a LS[2](t; 2t�4 � 6� 1; 2t�4 � 46� 2) exists,(4) For all t � 4 a LS[2](t; 2t�4 � 6� 1; 2t�4 � 130� 2) exists,(5) For all t � 5 a LS[2](t; 2t�5 � 7 � 1; 2t�5 � (7 + 8u) � 2) exists for allpositive numbers u,(6) For all t � 6 a LS[2](t; 2t�6 � 9� 1; 2t�6 � 24� 2) exists,(7) For all t � 6 a LS[2](t; 2t�6 � 9� 1; 2t�6 � 25� 2) exists,(8) If t � 4 and ai 2 f1; 2g, 0 � i � t � 5, then there exists a LS[3](t; 6 �3t�4 +Pt�5i=0 ai3i; 12(3t�4 � 31� 3)).(9) For every prime p and t � 1 there exists for ai 2 f1; 2; : : : ; p � 1g,0 � i � t�2, a LS[p](t; pt�1 �2+Pt�2i=0 aipi; (pt+1+pt�pt�1�p)=(p�1)).PROOF. As above we use Theorem 8 together with the following large setsof t-designs which are listed in [16] as starting sets:(1) LS[2](4; 5; 12),(2) LS[2](4; 5; 28),(3) LS[2](4; 5; 44),(4) LS[2](4; 5; 128),(5) LS[2](5; 6; 5 + 8u),(6) LS[2](6; 8; 22),(7) LS[2](6; 8; 23),(8) LS[3](4; 6; 14) and Theorem 4,(9) LS[p](1; 2; p+ 1) for every prime p and Theorem 4. 27



The in�nite family (9) in the above theorem stems from the fact that thereis a LS[n](1; k; v) and n = �v�1k�1� holds if and only if k divides v, see [16]. Itis easy to see that for k � 2v, n is prime if and only if k = 2. It follows thatthe in�nite families (9) are the only in�nite families which can be constructedfrom this family of large sets of t-designs and the help of Theorem 4.4 ResultsThe following table contains all presently known t-(v; k; �) designs with t � 7and v � 40. Beside the parameter sets of the designs in the �rst column,the second column of the table lists the construction method. If there is onlythe name of a group, it was found by computer search applying the Kramer-Mesner method [15] with this group as prescribed automorphism group. Every+-sign behind the name of a group means adding of one �xpoint. TvT meansconstruction with Theorem 1, Alltop means construction via Theorem 3 andAjoodani-Namini means use of Theorem 4. In the third column the numberof isomorphism types is listed whenever it is known. If there is no referencethen the designs have not yet been published elsewhere to the best of ourknowledge. The 7 and 8 designs with automorphism group Sp(6; 2)36 havebeen found in collaboration with I. Suleiman. The electronic version of theAtlas of �nite simple groups maintained by R. Wilson et al. [9] was of greathelp getting generators for this group. Generators for this and many othergroups may also be obtained from [11].Parameter construction method isom. types7-(20,10,116) PSL(2; 19) 3 [6]7-(20,10,124) PSL(2; 19) 1 [6]7-(20,10,126) PSL(2; 8) � C2 ++ 47-(20,10,134) PSL(2; 19) 10 [6]7-(22,11,315) PSL(2; 19) + +7-(22,11,630) PSL(2; 19) + +7-(24,8,4) PSL(2; 23) 1 [5,7]7-(24,8,5) PSL(2; 23) 138 [5,7]7-(24,8,6) PSL(2; 23) � 132 [5,7]7-(24,8,7) PSL(2; 23) � 126 [5,7]7-(24,8,8) PSL(2; 23) � 63 [5,7]7-(24,8,8) PGL(2; 23) � 4 [6]8



Parameter construction method isom. types7-(24,9,40) PGL(2; 23) 113 [5,7]7-(24,9,48) PGL(2; 23) � 2827 [5,7]7-(24,9,64) PGL(2; 23) � 15335 [5,7]7-(24,10,240) PGL(2; 23) [6]7-(24,10,320) PGL(2; 23) � 2 [6]7-(25,9,45) TvT 7-(24,8,5) [ 7-(24,9,40) [5,7]7-(25,9,54) TvT 7-(24,8,6) [ 7-(24,9,48) [5,7]7-(25,9,72) TvT 7-(24,8,8) [ 7-(24,9,64) [5,7]7-(25,10,288) TvT 7-(24,9,48) [ 7-(24,10,240) [6]7-(25,10,384) TvT 7-(24,9,64) [ 7-(24,10,320) [6]7-(26,8,6) PGL(2; 25) 7 [5,7]7-(26,9,54) P�L(2; 25) 3989 [5,7]7-(26,9,63) P�L(2; 25) 37932 [5,7]7-(26,9,81) P�L(2; 25) [5,7]7-(26,10,342) TvT 7-(25,9,54) [ 7-(25,10,288) [6]7-(26,10,456) TvT 7-(25,9,72) [ 7-(25,10,384) [6]7-(26,11,1176) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,11,1356) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,11,1536) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,11,1716) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,11,1896) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,11,1926) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,12,5796) P�L(2; 25)7-(26,13,7728) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,7854) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,8190) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,8316) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,8652) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,8778) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,9114) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop9



Parameter construction method isom. types7-(26,13,9240) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,9702) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,10164) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,10500) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,10626) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,10962) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,11088) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,11424) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,11550) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,11886) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,12012) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,12348) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,12474) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,12810) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,12936) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,13272) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(26,13,13398) PSL(2; 23) + + Alltop7-(27,9,60) TvT 7-(26,8,6) [ 7-(26,9,54) [5,7]7-(27,10,240) P�L(2; 25)+ [5,7]7-(27,10,540) P�L(2; 25)+ [5,7]7-(28,10,630) P�L(2; 27) � 100 [6]7-(29,10,420) P�L(2; 27)+7-(29,11,2130) P�L(2; 27)+7-(29,11,3465) P�L(2; 27)+7-(30,9,93) derived 8-(31,10,93) [4]7-(30,9,100) derived 8-(31,10,100) [4]7-(30,9,105) P�L(2; 27) + + [6]7-(30,9,112) P�L(2; 27) + + [6]7-(30,10,651) residual 8-(31,10,93) [4]7-(30,10,700) residual 8-(31,10,100) [4]10



Parameter construction method isom. types7-(30,15,245157) 6-(14,7,4) and Ajoodani-Namini [1]7-(31,10,480) PSL(3; 5)7-(31,10,744) reduced 8-(31,10,93) [4]7-(31,10,800) reduced 8-(31,10,100) [4]7-(33,8,10) P�L(2; 32) 4996426 [3,30]7-(33,9,65) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,80) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,85) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,100) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,105) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,120) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,125) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,140) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,145) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,9,160) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,10,600) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,10,720) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,10,840) P�L(2; 32)7-(33,10,880) P�L(2; 32)7-(34,9,135) P�L(2; 32)+7-(34,9,171) P�L(2; 32)+7-(34,10,945) TvT 7-(33,9,105) [ 7-(33,10,840)7-(35,10,1260) derived 8-(36,11,1260)7-(35,11,7875) residual 8-(36,11,1260)7-(36,11,3360) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,4200) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,4536) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,4935) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,5040) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,5271) Sp(6; 2)36 11



Parameter construction method isom. types7-(36,11,5376) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,5775) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,5880) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,6111) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,6216) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,6615) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,6720) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,7056) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,7455) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,7560) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,7791) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,7896) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,8295) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,8400) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,8631) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,8736) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,9135) reduced 8-(36,11,1260)7-(36,11,9240) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,9471) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,9576) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,9975) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,10080) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,10311) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,10416) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,10815) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,10920) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,11151) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,11655) Sp(6; 2)367-(36,11,11760) Sp(6; 2)367-(39,10,1440) derived 8-(40,11,1440) [8]
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Parameter construction method isom. types7-(39,11,10440) residual 8-(40,11,1440) [8]7-(40,10,560) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,1008) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,1208) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,1296) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,1568) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,1656) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,2304) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,10,2504) PSL(4; 3)7-(40,11,11880) reduced 8-(40,11,1440) [8]8-(31,10,93) PSL(3; 5) 138 [4]8-(31,10,100) PSL(3; 5) 1658 [4]8-(36,11,1260) Sp(6; 2)368-(40,11,1440) PSL(4; 3) � 100000 [8]The latest results on t-designs constructed by DISCRETA and the programitself are located athttp://www.mathe2.uni-bayreuth.de/betten/DESIGN/d1.html .References[1] S. Ajoodani-Namini: Extending Large Sets of t-Designs, J. Comb.Theory(A) 76 (1996), 139{144.[2]W. O. Alltop: Extending t-designs. J. Comb. Theory(A) 18 (1975), 177{186.[3] A. Betten, A. Kerber, A. Kohnert, R. Laue, A. Wassermann:The discovery of simple 7-designs with automorphism group P�L(2; 32).AAECC Proceedings 1995, Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science948 (1995), 131{145.[4] A. Betten, A. Kerber, R. Laue, A. Wassermann: Simple 8-designswith Small Parameters. To appear in Designs, Codes and Cryptography.13
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